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Fresh solutions for
food distribution

Is manual labor a
challenge for
your DC?

When freshness
matters
Cimcorp’s robotic solutions
provide advanced control over
the order picking and fulfillment
of fresh food products, which are
often subject to strict
sell-by dates.
We enable grocers, food producers, distributors and
other retailers to accelerate fulfillment and send
products to stores with rapid speed, ensuring
optimal product quality, freshness and shelf life.

Automation built for speed
We offer an innovative automated solution that
combines order picking and product handling in a
single system. The unique solution can perform
buffer storage and picking in one simultaneous
operation for significant time savings.
In fact, Cimcorp customers are often six times more
efficient than their manual counterparts. They can
readily adapt to seasonal changes in order volume
and demand—thanks to the system’s flexible and
scalable design—and deliver the freshest products
to market all year round.
Ultimately, the enhancements to order fulfillment
speed and accuracy present a distinct competitive
advantage for our fresh food customers. They enjoy
less spoilage and waste, improved consumer
satisfaction and greater sales and profits.

Do you know what
your future holds?

See it in action
What is your total
cost of ownership?

Cimcorp streamlines the entire
material flow of a distribution
center or dispatch area

World-class experience
We have installed automated systems for
manufacturers and distribution centers in over 40
countries across six continents.

Together with our parent company, Murata
Machinery, Ltd., we offer a comprehensive portfolio
of automated material handling systems, including
automated storage and retrieval systems (AS/RS),
picking and sortation, transportation via automated
guided vehicles (AGVs), and an advanced Warehouse
Control System (WCS).

This includes new construction projects, as well as
retrofits to automate existing warehouse operations.
For retrofits, we enable once completely manual
facilities to optimize material flow, improve efficiency
and better utilize space without having to uproot
their business to keep up with changing market
demands.

As a result, we can meet the unique warehousing
needs of our customers across a range of functions
from goods receiving and buffering to picking,
replenishment, order consolidation, palletizing,
loading and dispatch.

On each project, Cimcorp’s experienced automation
specialists work one on one with customers to
evaluate their warehousing data and operations to
determine the best areas for automation that will
generate the biggest impact, at a minimal cost.

How streamlined
is your DC?

